A 78-year-old woman with atrial fibrillation and contraindication to oral anticoagulation because of high bleeding risk was referred for catheter-based left atrial appendage (LAA) occlusion. Preprocedural transesophageal echocardiography (TEE) using the biplane mode showed an LAA with double-lobed anatomy with a dominant posterior lobe (p) and an accessory anterior lobe (a; Figure [A]). It was thought that successful LAA occluder implantation may be made more challenging by this anatomy because it is necessary to occlude the ostia of both lobes with the device. For better planning, we decided to simulate the actual procedure using three-dimensional (3D) printing technology. A computer-based hollow cast of the LAA was created from the 3D TEE data set and then converted to a stereolithography file for 3D printing using dedicated software (Mimics, Materialize Software, Leuven, Belgium; Figure [B]). An LAA model made of silicon was fabricated by 3D printing (Figure [C]). When a 24-mm Watchman device (d) was deployed in the phantom LAA directing toward the anterior lobe (a; Figure [D]), a large peri-device gap remains (arrow; Figure [E]; Movie I in the Data Supplement). Limited by the depth of the LAA, a larger device was deemed impossible to fit in. We thus attempted to deploy the device from an alternative direction by placing the delivery sheath in the posterior lobe lobe (p). As a result, both the anterior (red dotted line) and posterior (black dotted line) lobes were adequately covered (Figure [F]). En face view of the device (d) showed complete LAA seal (Figure [G]). Guided by these simulation results, a 24-mm WATCHMAN device (d) was deployed, completely sealing both the anterior (a) and the posterior lobes (p) without any peri-device leak (arrow; Figure [H]). Postimplantation 3D TEE showed complete LAA seal by the device (d; Figure [I]). Final device position was accurately predicted by phantom testing.

Catheter-based LAA occlusion has emerged as an alternative to oral anticoagulation for reducing atrial fibrillation–related stroke risk.1 Currently, procedural planning for LAA occlusion was guided by TEE and fluoroscopy and procedural success rate is high. However, marked age- and sex-related differences in LAA anatomy exist. The existence of multi-lobed appendages is important in the accurate TEE evaluation of LAA. Fifty-four percent of LAAacs had 2 lobes.2 Because lobes exist in different planes, imaging must be done in multiple planes to visualize the entire LAA. Complexity and variability of LAA morphology sometimes pose challenges to device implantation, potentially leading to repeated deployment attempts, incomplete seal, procedural complications, and failure.3 The process of 3D printing refers to the conversion of 3D computerized models into physical replica.4 It is now feasible to 3D print patient-specific LAA models from 3D data sets acquired by 3D imaging techniques using materials that mechanically mimic atrial soft tissues. This report illustrates the techniques and advantages of 3D printing in facilitating LAA occlusion in cases with challenging LAA anatomy by enhancing appreciation of LAA morphology and enabling simulation of device deployment before the actual procedure.
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